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SAMPLE PATH PROPERTIES OF F -VALUED 
ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESSES 

BY 

B. SCHMULAND 

ABSTRACT. We give conditions under which a vector valued Ornstein 
Uhlenbeck process has continuous sample paths in lp for 1 ^ p < oo. We 
also show when the space lp is not entered at all, i.e., when it has zero 
capacity. 

1. Introduction. In [4] D. A. Dawson initiated the study of infinite dimensional 
stochastic evolution equations which he used to model continuous spacetime popula
tion processes. In the linear case these equations reduce to the form 

dX 
(1.1) ^ - = -AX + W 

at 

where W is a white noise and A is (typically) a differential operator acting on an L2 

space over a region in Kd. The first problem we run into is that X(-) will not live in 
the domain of A and hence cannot be a solution of (1.1) in the strong sense. Next, 
in order that it even qualifies as a weak solution, we would need to know that the 
process X(-) lives in L2. When the invariant measure for the stationary solution is 
supported by L2, it is true that X(•) lives in L2 but it is not easy to prove and requires 
a detailed analysis of the sample paths of X(-). Therefore the study of such sample 
path properties of X(-) is, in part, motivated by the desire to understand in what sense 
(1.1) holds, which in turn should shed light on the process being modelled. 

In this paper, we will study the sample path behaviour of the stationary solution 
X(-) of (1.1). We will make the further simplifying assumption that the operator A 
and the covariance operator of W share a common discrete spectrum so that (1.1) 
decouples into the system of stochastic differential equations 

(1.2) dXk(t) = -XkXk(0 + y/WkdWk(t\ k ^ 1 

where {W*(0}£i are independent Wiener processes and {A^}, {7*} are sequences 
of positive constants. The solution X of (1.1) is the vector valued process whose 
coordinates are given by the Xk processes, i.e., 

(1.3) X(r) = (Xi(0, X2(t),...,Xk(t),...). 
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The stationary solution X*(-) to (1.2) is well known to be an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process, that is, X*(-) is a mean zero Gaussian process with covariance 

E(Xk(s)Xk(t))=^-e-x^-sK 

The sample path behaviour of the vector-valued process X(-) and other related pro
cesses has been the subject of a number of recent papers [1-3, 6, 8-9, 11-12]. In this 
paper we will use the theory of Dirichlet forms to obtain conditions under which the 
process X(-) has continuous sample paths in the space lp{\ ^ p < oo), and also to 
determine when such spaces are not entered at all. These results extend work done 
using the same technique for the case p = 2 [11]. 

By focusing on the simple type of equation presented here, where A is linear and 
has discrete spectrum, we hope to avoid a lot of technical details and make the use of 
Dirichlet form methods transparent. We emphasize that this approach does not depend 
in a crucial way on the discreteness of the spectrum of A (cf. [12]), nor on the linearity 
of A (i.e. the fact that X is Gaussian). In fact, by analogy with the finite dimensional 
case, it is expected that the theory of Dirichlet forms will prove useful in studying 
stochastic p.d.e.'s with very singular non-linear drift. This will be the topic of further 
research. 

2. The Dirichlet form. In this section we describe the Dirichlet form *£ associated 
with the process X(-) given in (1.3). The general theory of such forms is found in 
Fukushima's book [7] and for proofs of the closability and the Markovian property, 
etc. of the form given below the reader is referred to [11]. 

The process X(-) lives on the state space 

oo 

k=\ 

and has invariant rneasure 

A generic point in X will be denoted by x — (jti, *2, . . . ,JC*, . . . ) . For 1 ^ p < oo, the 
space lp can be identified with the subspace 

{* ex : f > r = 11*11? <+°ol 

of X. Now, in order that P serve as a state space for X(-) it is necessary that lp 

supports the invariant measure, i.e., m(lp) = 1. Because m is Gaussian, this is the 
same as requiring that 
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This, in general, will not be sufficient as it is only a fixed time result. Because X() 
is stationary we have, under (2.1), 

m(lp) = P(X(t) elp)=l Vf, 

but we need further conditions on the coefficients to preclude the possibility of ex
ceptional times when X(t) g lp. Similarly if YK^k/hy^2 = +00, then 

m{lp) = P(X(t) € P) = 0 Vt 

and we'd like to know when we can draw the stronger conclusion that 

P(3t so that X(t) € F) = 0. 

The tool we use for getting these results is the Dirichlet form £ associated with the 
process X(). This form is given as the closure of the following bilinear form defined 
over L?(X; m)\ 

£M)=ï/S7i&)(y* 
£>(£) = {u e L2 : u = </>(xu • •. ,**) <t> G Cg°(R*), k ^ 1}. 

For simplicity we will also use *E to denote the closed form. We define the form £1 
on £>(£) by EiO, v) = £ (M, V) + (M, V)LI. 

Since the coordinates of X(-) are one dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, 
it is clear that X() is continuous when X is equipped with the product topology. 
In order to strengthen this to lp continuity we will rely on the following fundamental 
lemma of Fukushima [7; Theorems 3.1.4 and 4.3.2.]. This lemma is also used to prove 
Proposition 2. 

LEMMA 1. Every u G £>(£) has a quasicontinuous version û so 

P(t —> û(X(t)) is continuous) = 1. 

Furthermore, if un —• u in *E\ -norm, then for every T > 0 there exists a subsequence 
{Unk} SO 

P(unk(X(t)) converges to û(X(t)) uniformly on [0, T]) — 1. 

3. The results. 

PROPOSITION 1. Fix 1 ^ p < 00 and define 
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If J2k &k < +00, then X(-) has F continuous sample paths. 

PROOF. By supposition, Yl^k/^kf^2 < +°° which means that m(lp) = 1. Since m 
is Gaussian, all moments of \\x\\p are integrable with respect to m [5]. For n ^ 1 we 
define 

n 

"n=53l**|P V 6k' 
k=l 

The function un belongs to the domain of the closed form *E with 

— Un(x) = p\xk\
P~ l{\Xk\P>ôk}l{k£n}-

Therefore, for n> m, 

"LiUn-Um, Un-Um) 

2 p n 

= J / £ lk\xk\
2(p-l)\{wv>6k}m{dx) 

J k=m+l 

"^(ër-o/fè)) 
w=m+l 

For the inequality we used the fact that for any power /?, 

ype-y2l2dy Û e~x2l2P(x) = 0(e~x2lA) 

as x —» 00, where P is some polynomial. Now un ] u = Yl^i \xk\p V &k and u ^ 
IMIp+Sl i àk which belongs to L2, so «„ —-• w in L2. The bound on £(un—umi un—um) 
shows that {M„} is £-Cauchy so (u — un) —+ 0 in 'Ei-norm. 

Applying lemma 1 we find that, for any T > 0, 

(01" —» 0 
«—+00 

è/>(sup ( « - H „ ) ( X ( 0 ) — > 0 ) = 1 

which gives the required result. D 

COROLLARY 1. / / ]£(7*/A*y/2 log (A* V e)pl2 < +00 /or 1 û p < 2 or 
Ytfkl^kY12 log (7* V efl2 < +00 for 2 ^ p < 00, then X(-) has lp-continuous 
sample paths. 
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COMMENT. Let us consider the case p = 2 and for convenience assume that {lk/^k} 
is decreasing and {7*} is increasing. It is known ([6], see also [8]) that the condition 

ç s - O î H ^ 
is necessary and sufficient for the I2-continuity of X(-). One sees therefore that our 
sufficient condition 

J ] Y log(7*Ve)<+oo 

is not far off the mark. The extra strength of Fernique's result is a consequence of the 
assumed independence of the coordinate processes {Xk(t)}. This independence is not 
needed for our result, as can be seen by reading the previous proof. 

Now let us turn to the opposite problem. Let us suppose that 

X > * / A * y / 2 = +oo 

so m(lp) = 0. Consequently we have 

P(X(t) elp) = 0\/t. 

We seek further conditions under which we can draw the stronger conclusion 

p@tX(t)eip) = o. 

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that (7*/A*) is bounded but $2*110'*If^kY^2 = +oo/or 
some 1 ^ p < oo. For convenience, we will assume that the sequence {7*} is non-
decreasing. Under either of the following conditions we can conclude 

P(3t such that X(t)elp) = 0. 

(i) For 1 ^ p < 2 it suffices that, for some M > 0, 

J2lk = O f exp J M Yjdk/Xkfl2 J J 

(ii) For 2 ^ p < +oo it suffices that, for some M > 0, 

7„ = tf|exp M ] T ( 7 * / A ^ / 2 J 

PROOF. Fix N > 0 and let un(x) = ( $ X i M p ) A N- T h e n "«(*) ~* u ^ = 
(E ï ï i \xk\

p)AN and m(u = N) = 1. Hence u e £>(£) and £ ( I I , u) = 0. We'd like 
to show that w„ —* u in Ci-norm by showing that *£(wn, w„) —* 0. 
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Now 
(dun/dxk)(x) =p\xk\

p~ll{^y_ \Xk\P^N}l{k^n} 

and so 

<£(«„, un)=p2/2 J ^ 7 * M 2 ( / 7 - 1 ) l { £ « x\Xk\Pmm{dx). 
k=\ 

We begin by estimating the integrand. If p < 2 so 2(p — 1) < / ? w e use Holder's 
inequality with p' = p/2(p — 1) and q' — p/(2 — p) to get 

n f n \ 1/P' ( n \ W 

E^w2^ Ew VLA 
k=\ \k=\ J \k=l J 

k=\ 

on the set {XX=i \Xk\P — ^}- For p = 2we simply use the fact that 

X > w ^ > ^ 7. E N 2 ^ * f« ( E w")2(/,"1,/' 

*=i 

on this same set. Using Chebyshev's inequality we find 
m 

\k=\ 

= ^Jj£(^-^*/A*>p / 2 l z lP) 
k=\ 

where Z is standard normal. If (7*/A*) is bounded away from zero we may take t so 
large that 

for any 0 < p < 1. Consequently m(%2l=l \xk\
p ^ N) goes to zero faster than any 

exponential. 
If 7*/A* —> 0, but ^Zdk/^kY^2 = +oo this probability may not go to zero as 

quickly. However, the following computations do give us a rate of convergence. There 
exists a constant c(p) so that 

E(e-
aWP) ^ e-

c{p)'a 

for all 0 ^ a S 1. Since t • (7^/A^y7/2 ^ 1 for large k we get 

m f 2 Mp ^ U ff(tf, 0 exp -c(p)f £(7*/A*y/ 2 . 
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For any M > 0, take t = (M + X)/c(p) to conclude that 

m f X > * l " ^ A? J = o f exp j - M £ > * / A * ) " / 2 j j 

Combining these two estimates and using the hypotheses on {7*} we find that 
£(«„, un) —> 0. Applying lemma 1 we see that u(X(-)) is a continuous process, 
so 

P(u(X(t)) = N V 0 = 1. 

As this is true for all N, we conclude that 

P(||X(0||£ = o o V 0 = l . • 

4. Examples. 1. Let us consider the case 7* = 1, A* = k(log k)a a > 1. In this 
case the conditional sum S(t) — ££i1X*(f) exists at fixed times because 

oo oo 

E(S2(t)) = £>(X*(0) = E V^Oog k)a < +oo. 
i t = l £ = 1 

However it is known that when a ^ 3/2, the process S(t) has discontinuous sample 
paths [9]. For a > 5/2 the sample paths are continuous and a modulus of continuity 
is given in [2]. 

As far as the lp spaces go, we look first to the invariant measure to find that 
m(lp) = 0 for 1 ^ p < 2 and m(lp) = 1 for p ^ 2. This gives the fixed time result, 
what can we say about the process at all times? 

First of all, by Corollary 1 we see that X(-) is continuous in I2. 
Secondly, for 1 ^ p < 2 we note that £ £ = 1 Ik = n and 

n n n 

5 (̂7*/A*y/2 = x>( l o g k)ayp'2 = 2 > _ 1 ~ los M 
£=1 k=\ k=\ 

so condition (i) in Proposition 2 holds with M — 1. Therefore 

P(3r so that X(0 G /p for some 1 ^ p < 2) = 0. 

For a > 5/2 we get a process where ££L1X*(f) *s fimte a nd continuous but 
£ * l i \Xk(t)\ is identically infinite, in the sense that there are no exceptional times 
when Y2k*Li PW0| < +°°- In fact, there aren't even exceptional times when 
£ £ i |**(0|2"e < +oo for any e > 0. 

2. Let us consider the stationary version of Walsh's stochastic model of neural 
response ([13], [14]) on the interval [0, 1]. This is a process {V(t)}t^0 which satisfies 
(1.1), where W is a white noise on L2([0, 1]; dx), and A is the operator (/ — A) where 
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the Laplacian is given reflecting boundary conditions at the endpoints. This operator 
has a complete system of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as follows: 

(j>o(x) = 1, <l>k(x) = 21/2 cos (nkx) 

Xk = 1+7T2*2; ifc = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

If we let Xk(t) = (V(t), (f>ic), then we get a sequence valued process X(t) as in (1.3), 
where 

7* = 1/2 and A* = 1 + TT2/:2; k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

Using the results of the previous section we can get some information on how V 
behaves as a function of x. Because of the decomposition used here, the method of 
Dirichlet forms is an effective way of studying these properties of V which are easily 
described in terms of its sequence {X^} of Fourier coefficients. Three examples of 
such properties are given below. 

Now Xk ~ ck~2 as k —» oo, so that the invariant measure m satisfies m(lp) = 1 
for p > 1 and m(ll) — 0. It is easy to see that the conditions of Corollary 1 and 
Proposition 2 are met, so 

(4.1) P{X{t) is /^-continuous for/7 > 1} = 1 

and 

(4.2) P{X(t) e ll for some t} = 0. 

Equation (4.1) combined with the Hausdorff-Young theorem [10; p. 99] now tells 
us that {V(t)} is continuous in L^([0, 1]; dx) for any q ^ 2. However an even 
stronger result is already known since Walsh has shown that, with probability one, 
{V(t, *)}̂ o,jt<E[0,i] is jointly Holder continuous. 

Equation (4.2) along with Bernstein's theorem [10; p. 32] does give us a new result. 
It tells us that there are no exceptional times t when V(t, x) has a Holder modulus 
greater than 1/2 as a function of x. 

Finally, we mention without proof another result along these lines. If we let 

un(x) = (sup \kxk\) AN 

in Proposition 2, we can prove for Walsh's process that 

P{\Xk(t)\ is not 0(k~l) for all t] = 1. 

This fact, combined with [10; p. 24] tells us that there are also no exceptional times 
when V(t, x) has bounded variation as a function of x. 

It is known that, for fixed f, V(t, x) looks like a Brownian motion path plus a C2 

function [13; Prop. 6.1]. The latter two results suggest that this is not valid only at 
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fixed times, but for all times, by implying a certain uniformity in t of the roughness 
in x of the function V(r, x). 
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